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**Inductive-learning algorithms** are powerful tools for identifying meaningful patterns in large volumes of data, and their use is increasing in fields such as data mining and computer vision. However, conventional inductive-learning algorithms are selective—they rely on existing, user-provided data to build their descriptions. Thus, data analysts must assume the important and sizeable task of determining relevant attributes. If they provide inadequate attributes for describing the training examples, the descriptions the program creates are likely to be excessively complex and inaccurate.

Attributes can be inadequate for the learning task when they are weakly or indirectly relevant, conditionally relevant, or inappropriately measured. **Constructive induction** is a general approach for coping with inadequate attributes found in original data. It uses two intertwined searches—one for the best representation space, the other for the best hypothesis within that space— to formulate a generalized description of examples.

Originally, constructive induction focused on improving the representation space by generating additional task-relevant attributes. It was subsequently observed that this was only one way of modifying the space. Attribute construction is a form of representation space expansion; attribute selection and attribute value abstraction are forms of representation space destruction. Furthermore, it became clear that this improvement of the representation space by expansion and destruction could have a profound impact on the simplicity and predictive accuracy of concepts induced from that space. The better the representation space, the easier it is for the program to learn. It is thus important, not only to add relevant attributes, but also to remove irrelevant ones and find a useful level of precision for the attribute values.

Constructive-induction methods are classified according to the information used to search for the best representation space:

- data-driven constructive induction (DCI)
- hypothesis-driven constructive induction (HCI) uses input examples,
- hypothesis-driven constructive induction (HCI) uses intermediate hypotheses,
- knowledge-driven constructive induction (KCI) uses domain knowledge provided by an expert.¹

In multistrategy constructive induction (MCI), two or more of these methods are used.²

This expanded definition of constructive induction guided our development of new constructive induction programs: AQ17-D, AQ17-HCI, and AQ17-MCI. These all use AQ-type rule-learning algorithm for conducting hypothesis search, hence the "AQ" prefix. Here we describe our latest methodology: the data-driven constructive induction, implemented in AQ17-DCI. Our methodology co
Constructive induction meets the "Monk"

We distinguish between two types of representation spaces: a concept (or hypothesis) space and an example space. In a concept representation space, the program searches for a hypothesis that generalizes from the training examples. This space is sparsely over the exact descriptors (attributes, predicates, transformations) used in the hypothesis description. An example representation space is sparsely over attributes that occur in the training examples. In conventional machine-learning methods, the concept and example representation spaces are identical.

In some inductive-learning problems, the concept boundaries in the example representation space are very complex and thus difficult to learn. Figure A1 shows such a problem: the "second Monk's problem," which was used in an international competition of machine-learning programs. In the diagram—spanned over six attributes \(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_6\)—individual cells represent unique combinations of different attribute values. Positive training examples are marked by "+" and negative training examples are marked by "-". The shaded areas represent the target concept the program needs to learn.

As you can see, the target concept's boundaries are very complex; it will be difficult for the program to learn the concept in this representation space. For this reason, conventional symbolic learning methods—such as decision-tree learning—did not perform well on this problem.

Figure A2 shows an improved example representation space, which AQ17-DCI derived using our data-driven constructive-induction method. In this space, training examples are consolidated and the target concept is highly regular. The concept is thus easy to learn. The improved space can now be used as the concept representation space.

To find the improved space shown in Figure A2, AQ17-DCI generated and evaluated multiple user-selected operators against the set of available attributes.

One of the general operators available in AQ17-DCI—and the one that happened to be most useful for this problem—is an operator that generates counting attributes: \(\#\text{Attr}(S, C)\). Such attributes measure the number of attributes in a set \(S\) that satisfy some selector \(C\). As currently implemented, the program determines membership in \(S\) based either on user-provided attribute units or by simply using all available attributes. The latter proved useful here. The program generated a number of new attributes and found that the counting attribute \(\#\text{Attr}(x_1, \ldots, x_6)\), Firstvalue is highly relevant for this problem (the selector \(C=\text{Firstvalue}\) means that an attribute takes the first value of its domain for a given object). In the hypothesis-determinition phase, AQ17-DCI found the following consistent and complete description of all the examples:

\[
\#\text{Attr}(x_1, \ldots, x_6). \text{Firstvalue} = 2,
\]

which can be paraphrased: an example belongs to the concept if exactly two of six attributes take their first value. It turned out that this rule exactly represents the target concept, and thus has a predictive accuracy of 100%.
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Figure A. Diagrammatic visualization of the Monk 2 representation spaces: (1) the example representation space; (2) the concept representation space derived from the example space by the data-driven constructive-induction method.

bines the AQ-15c learning algorithm with a range of operators for improving the representation space. These operators are classified into constructors and destructors. Constructors extend the representation space using attribute-generation methods and destructors reduce the space using attribution-selection methods and attribute abstraction. We integrated these operators—which are usually considered separately—into AQ17-DCI in a synergistic fashion. We tested the method on two real-world problems: text categorization and natural scene interpretation.

The power of a constructive-induction approach is illustrated by an example from the "second Monk's problem," which was used in an international competition of machine-learning programs. The sidebar, "Constructive induction meets the 'Monk,'" describes how AQ17-DCI derived an improved representation space for this problem.
What makes a learning problem difficult?

Learning problems can be difficult for many reasons, including inadequate representation space or description language, or errors in training examples. Our constructive-induction methodology addresses some of the problems posed by an inadequate representation space. Specifically, it solves problems caused by attributes that are indirectly or weakly relevant, or overly precise.

A question of relevance. Attributes are indirectly relevant if they do not have a given classification task. Our constructive-induction methodology addresses some of the problems posed by an inadequate representation space. Specifically, it solves problems caused by attributes that are indirectly or weakly relevant, or overly precise.

Constructive Induction: a general schema

Figure 1 shows a general schema for constructive induction and illustrates the intertwined searches for best representation space and the best hypothesis therein. For initial input, we provide a set of training examples and a representation of the representation space. This characterization includes a description of attributes, their types, and their domains. The program then splits the training data into a primary and a secondary data set; the primary set is passed to the Decision Rule Generation module, which generates initial concept descriptions (in our case, in the form of decision rules).

Next, the program evaluates these rules in terms of complexity and accuracy in example classification. If the descriptions satisfy a description-quality threshold, the program stops the learning process; if not, it moves to the Representation Space Modification (RSM) module. This module creates a new representation space for the input data. The process then repeats in cycles until the learned rules are satisfactory or the program has tried all planned representation-space modifications.

The program evaluates the final rules on the testing examples to determine a more precise estimate of their performance accuracy.

AQ77-DCI searches for hypotheses using the AQ algorithm as implemented in AQ15c.10 AQ15c performs a separate-and-conquer strategy to determine a decision rule set that covers all the positive examples and none of the negative examples (in the default case). It begins the search by randomly selecting a "seed" example of a class (concept) and applying the extension-against generalization operator to determine a general rule set (a star) that covers the seed but not the negative examples. It then selects the best rule from the star (according to a multicriterion evaluation function) and marks examples covered by this rule.

Next, the program selects a new seed from among marked examples and repeats the process until all examples in the given class are marked. It repeats a similar process for other classes until it has rule sets for each class. The hypotheses the program produces in this way can be further improved by rule truncation; the end result of a decision rule set for each class in the data. Here is an example of a rule produced by AQ:

```
Class1 <= [color = blue]  
& [height > 5"]  & [shape = square or triangle]
```

This rule states that an object is in class1 if it is blue, its height is greater than five inches, and its shape is square or triangle; or if its height is greater than 10 inches and its shape is square.

This example illustrates two important features of the program. First, selectors (conditions) of a rule can include internal disjunction of attribute values (the shape can be square or triangle). Second, rules for a given class can logically intersect. These and other features make the AQ learning method more expressive than other learning methods.

Evaluation. Each time AQ generates a new rule set, it estimates its predictive accuracy using the secondary training set (if there are few training examples, it can also use a cross-validation method). The program calculates predictive accuracy as the percentage of sec-
secondary training examples correctly classified. It evaluates rule set complexity by counting the total number of rules and selectors.

Rule-set quality is evaluated lexicographically: the program first compares the rule set to the user-defined accuracy criterion. If the rule set meets the accuracy goals, it is evaluated according to the complexity criterion. If the rule set does not meet accuracy standards, the program rejects it and stops processing. This lexicographic evaluation is very efficient, allowing users to define a minimum allowable accuracy, and is used in other AQ program operations.

**Representation-space modification.** In the RSM module, the program determines which modification operator to apply at a given stage and changes the training and testing examples. In AQ17-DCI, the user can select which of the RSM operators should be tried (attribute construction, selection, or abstraction) or can accept a default setting that applies all operators. In the all-operators mode, operators are applied in a predefined order: attribute selection, attribute abstraction, and then attribute construction. The AQ17-MC1 method extends this by including additional RSM operators and by using meta-rules that relate problem characteristics to the appropriate operators.

Our data-driven attribute-construction process uses an exhaustive generate-and-test approach. As Table 1 shows, our standard set provides many different operators for constructing new attributes. These operators include both binary and multiargument operators (functions). In the binary group, we've implemented the relational operator (determining whether the first input is less than, greater than, or equal to the second input) and several mathematical operators, including addition, subtraction, absolute difference, multiplication, and integer division. New operators can easily be added to these; our aim was to provide simple, generally applicable operators that would be easy to generate and interpret.

In constructing attributes, the program generates and evaluates each possible attribute-operator combination. New attributes must exceed a user-defined minimum discriminatory power (as calculated by the information gain ratio) and not exceed a user-defined cost threshold. A new attribute's cost is the sum of the weights given to the original attributes used to define it, plus the program-defined weight associated with each operator. Binary operators select attributes in pairs, and multiargument operators use unit information to determine set membership. Both attributes must satisfy type (such as ordered attribute values for addition) as well as operator-specific unit constraints (such as matching attribute units for subtraction). These constraints are useful in reducing the combinations generated and ensuring that new attributes are meaningful. Users can also limit the total number of newly constructed attributes that will be added to the representation space.

You can select attributes by applying one of the many existing attribute-selection criteria. In AQ17-DCI, we use the information gain ratio. It selects for future processing the attributes with a gain ratio greater than or equal to a threshold we predefined.

For attribute abstraction, we chose the ChiMerge algorithm to create ranges of attribute values. The ChiMerge is a bottom-up algorithm that stores values in separate intervals and then merges them into ranges until a termination selector is met. The interval-merging process consists of two continuously repeating steps:

1. compute \( \chi^2 \) values (correlation between the class-attribute value and an individual attribute value) and
2. merge the pair of adjacent intervals with the lowest \( \chi^2 \) value.

Intervals are merged until all pairs of intervals have \( \chi^2 \) values exceeding the user-defined \( \chi^2 \)-threshold. The chi-threshold can be determined from a table; it is a function of the desired significance level and number of degrees of freedom (one less than the number of classes). The \( \chi^2 \) value measures the probability that the attribute interval and class value are independent. If the interval has a \( \chi^2 \) value greater than threshold, class and interval are correlated and should be retained.

High \( \chi^2 \) threshold settings cause more interval mergers, resulting in fewer total intervals, or attribute values. We have found a \( \chi^2 \) threshold of 0.9 (values range from 0.1 to 1.0) to be a good default.

**Real-world experiments**

Our methodology recognizes that attribute construction, selection, and abstraction all serve the same purpose: to improve the representation space. How effective is it to integrate these factors? To answer this question, we applied our methodology to two real-world problems: text categorization and natural-scene interpretation.

**Text categorization.** In this problem, the task is to classify segments of text (usually documents) into the best single class selected from a class set. In our case, the task was to classify incoming newswire text as either of interest or not of interest to a given user. Our user had an interest in "Medicine in the United States." He provided feedback on 38 news articles drawn from 442 articles run in the Colorado Springs Gazette Telegraph over a one-month period. Of 38 articles, the user found 18 relevant and 20 irrelevant.

The goal of constructive induction is to learn a description of the user's interest (profile) based on user feedback. This feedback consists of labels for a (usually small) set of documents describing the user's (binary) interest.

One of the most difficult aspects of text categorization is finding a good text representation. Our constructive-induction method builds on previous work, which identified a hybrid text representation—consisting of extracted "subjects," POL person, organization, and location] attributes, and keywords—coupled with a generalization hierarchy as superior for this task.
Table 2. Attributes used for describing text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x1...x5</td>
<td>Top five subject categories as computed by the SFC text classifier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x6...x59</td>
<td>POL people tags as computed by the IDD POL tagger. For each person identified, the vector contains the following string attributes: [name, gender, honorific, title, occupation, age]. Nine people (each with these subfields) are identified for each article.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x60...x104</td>
<td>POL organization tags as computed by the IDD POL tagger. For each organization identified, the vector contains the following string attributes: [name, type, acronym, country, business]. Nine organizations (each with these subfields) are identified for each article.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x105...x140</td>
<td>POL location tags as computed by the IDD POL tagger. For each location identified, the vector contains the following string attributes: [name, type, country, state]. Nine locations (each with these subfields) are identified for each article.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x141...x141+n</td>
<td>The top n ranked keyword terms as selected based on a tf.idf measure.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Comparison of predictive accuracy on Complete attribute set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute set</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Average predictive accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>AQ-only</td>
<td>54.2 ± 6.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AQ + DCI-Generate</td>
<td>67.4 ± 7.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AQ + DCI-Select</td>
<td>70.1 ± 5.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Comparison of predictive accuracy on Subject attribute set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute set</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Average predictive accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjects</td>
<td>AQ</td>
<td>78.0 ± 6.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AQ + DCI-Select</td>
<td>78.0 ± 6.6%—No change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AQ + DCI-Generate</td>
<td>84.7 ± 6.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Results after learning in the original representation space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average accuracy (%)</th>
<th>Average # of rules</th>
<th>Average # of selectors</th>
<th>Average learning time (seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AQ alone</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>94.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the previous study, combinations and subsets of attributes were generated and evaluated by hand. The goal of our experiment was to find a good representation automatically using our constructive-induction approach. Table 2 shows the attributes used in these experiments to describe news articles.

In the earlier study, representations consisting of keywords, POLs, and subjects were tested separately, along with a complete test of all attributes. The Complete and Subject attribute sets performed best. We thought constructive induction could further improve on this performance, using attribute selection on the Complete set and attribute construction on the Subject set.

The complete attribute set consists of 145 attributes, which we tested using three methods:

- DCI-Generate, which combines AQ with data-driven constructive induction to build new attributes;
- DCI-Select, which combines AQ with data-driven constructive induction to select relevant attributes; and
- AQ-only, which used only an AQ-type rule-learning algorithm.

We ran the DCI-Generate and the DCI-Select methods, then compared the results with those for the AQ-only set. We expected that attribute selection would have the greatest impact on predictive accuracy. We used a tenfold cross-validation methodology with a 70/30 split of the data set. Table 3 shows the averaged results with the 90% confidence interval.

Results. As the results show, predictive accuracy was higher after attribute selection and attribute construction had been done. DCI-Select made the greatest improvement. We expected this because the Complete set has a large number of potentially redundant attributes (providing keywords, proper names, and assigned subjects for each article). Clearly, for this small sample, not all these attributes are needed; 85 attributes were removed, including gender_person1, gender_person5, and type_org, which aren't strongly correlated with the USMED interest.

Some improvement was also made by DCI-Generate in constructing new attributes using the counting attribute constructor #Attr(S,C). The counting attribute constructor is a powerful attribute-generation operator because it can allow complex attribute interactions (such as parity) to be simply described. In this domain, S is the set of subject attributes for each example and C is a condition on their values such as 'subject-value = 'finance'. 'This transformation overcomes the awkwardness of the original representation, in which an article is described by an ordered vector of subjects, such as [subject1 = medicine] or [subject2 = sports] or [subject3 = finance]. The problem with this representation is that it does not capture the unorganized nature of a person's interest. For example, if I am interested in sports, I don't really care if "sports" appears in subject1 or subject2; I want to know if any one of the subjects is sports.

In our experiment's data set, there were 100 different possible subjects. Extending the attribute set with all possible binary attributes would make the total vector very long and reduce the program's capability to produce useful generalizations. These concepts are difficult to represent without the DCI-generated attributes. For each of the 100 possible subject values, the counting operator generates a new attribute. Each new attribute represents the number of times (value-cardinality) that value is present in the vector. Each new attribute is filtered for quality, so as not to overwhelm the learning algorithm.

In our experiment, the counting operator constructed new attributes in six of 10 runs. With the counting operator, an article's subject can be more succinctly stated. For exam-
Table 6. Results after applying a single RSM operator to the representation space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
<th># of Rules</th>
<th># of Selectors</th>
<th>Learning Time (seconds)</th>
<th>Average CI (seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DCI-Sele</td>
<td>75.3</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>74.6</td>
<td>215.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCI-Quant</td>
<td>85.9</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>114.7</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCI-Gen</td>
<td>87.1</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>63.5</td>
<td>171.1</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significance α = 0.01

Table 7. Results after applying multiple RSM operators. Significance over the baseline is shown with the first superscript value. Significance to the first transformation alone is shown with the superscript in parentheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
<th># of Rules</th>
<th># of Selectors</th>
<th>Learning Time (seconds)</th>
<th>Average CI (seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DCI-Quant-&gt;DCI-Gen</td>
<td>85.4</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>147.8</td>
<td>283.0</td>
<td>5.7*1.4=7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCI-Gen-&gt;DCI-Quant</td>
<td>93.4</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>63.7</td>
<td>104.5</td>
<td>8.1*19.3=27.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCI-Gen-&gt;DCI-Sele</td>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>142.2</td>
<td>8.1*1.9=9.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significance α = 0.01  
Significance α = 0.05  
Significance α = 0.1

In our experiment, the input was a training image that includes selected examples of the visual concepts to be learned: sky, trees, and road. A 5 × 5 windowing operator, scanned over the training area, was used to extract a number of attributes, including color (intensity of red, green, and blue) and texture (we used Law masks for detecting horizontal and vertical lines, high frequency spots, horizontal and vertical v-shapes, and Laplacian operators). The generated rule quality was evaluated using a tenfold cross-validation method. The data set has 450 examples equally distributed between the three classes.

Results. The standard approach to solving this problem is to apply a selective-induction learning algorithm directly to the raw data. Table 5 shows the results of this approach, which we used as the baseline performance. Table 6 shows our results using attribute selection (DCI-Sele), attribute abstraction (DCI-Quant), and attribute construction (DCI-Gen).

The abstraction operator reduced average attribute domain size from 256 to 14. The rules learned after this reduction in representation-space size had a significantly higher prediction accuracy and took less time for the program to learn. However, rule complexity increased from an average of 27.7 rules to 34.6 rules, and there was a significant increase in the number of selectors used in the rules. Although this increase in complexity is surprising, it could be reduced by applying the Trunc method for rule-set reduction and flexible matching, and (as our study shows), by other modifications of the representation space.¹¹

The rules learned from the space expanded by DCI-Generate were also significantly more accurate than the rules learned in the original space. DCI-Generate added on average 10 new attributes, the strongest of which described absolute and relative differences in the intensity of reds, greens, and blues. Given that the training images presented green trees, a dark road, and a blue sky, this result is not surprising. The tree class included new attributes that stated [green > red] and [green > blue]. Introducing these attributes to the representation space significantly improved all aspects of the resulting rules. In the new DCI-Gen expanded representation space, the program quickly learned fewer rules that were more accurate and less complex than those in the original representation space. These improvements were achieved after only 8.7 seconds spent searching for new attributes. The total time spent constructing new attributes and learning in the new space was 22% less than learning alone in the original representation space.

DCI-Sele consistently removed attributes x₄, ..., x₈—attributes such as horizontal and vertical line and high-frequency spot that describe the patterns within the 5 × 5 extraction window. This slightly increased predictive accuracy and significantly reduced learning time and the number of selectors in the rules. However, it also increased the number of rules generated.

Results: combined operators. Our success with single-strategy results led us to investi-
gate combinations of RSM operators, especially attribute generation through DCI-Gen combined with space abstraction through DCI-Quant. Table 7 shows our results.

Performing attribute abstraction followed by attribute generation (DCI-Quant -> DCI-Gen) reduced the number and size of the learned rules, but slightly decreased accuracy from abstraction alone. This reduction in the representation space may remove important information. If we reverse the operators and apply DCI-Quant to the space already expanded by DCI-Gen, the space is significantly improved in almost all respects: learning time and predictive accuracy are significantly better than in both the original space and the DCI-Gen-only space. Although rule complexity and number slightly increased from the DCI-Gen-only space, it is still significantly smaller than in the original representation.

Using DCI-Gen after DCI-Gen also brought improvements: there was a small increase in predictive accuracy over DCI-Gen alone and a significant decrease in learning time and selectors used—but an increase in the number of rules. In this space (as in the original representation), DCI-Gen removed attributes $x_4$, $x_8$. We also tried DCI-Gen followed by DCI-Quant and DCI-Gen, but this combination showed no improvement in the predictive accuracy of the learned rules.

Our best results came from attribute generation followed by attribute quantization: rules were significantly more accurate, learned much faster, and were much less complex than rules learned in the original representation. This suggests that the original representation has both attribute interaction and excess detail. By performing DCI-Gen first, we seem to have partially captured this interaction; the abstraction operator of DCI-Quant was thus able to safely perform its operation without looking at the context of other attributes. Because DCI-Quant (using the ChiMerge algorithm) views each attribute independently, it may remove important classification information. By running DCI-Gen first, the danger is reduced.

It is premature to draw any general conclusions about the best ordering of RSM operators from a single experiment. We conclude simply that some patterns are best described in the original problem formulation, and some only become apparent after abstraction. If abstraction is sensitive to attribute interactions, it may be possible to eliminate such ordering effects, but such a method would have to search an enormous space of both combinations and abstraction levels. An approach that more tightly couples the search for combinations and the abstraction level is an interesting and important area for future research.

The attributes constructed by DCI-Gen were not only useful for classification, but also easily understood as differences in color intensities. The differences in color intensity between red and green, and between green and blue, were consistently in the top three most informative attributes as measured by information gain. The difference between red and blue was also generated, but its discriminatory power was not high. Our success with color intensity may inspire the use of other representations, such as hue and saturation to represent color information in the image. Such an interaction is not currently possible with the DCI method, as it only combines pairs of numeric attributes. Searching for more complex functions of original attributes is an open area of future research.
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